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Capability and Limitations of Electrocardiography
and Magnetocardiography
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Abstract-The capabilities and limitations of electrocardiography
and magnetocardiography are discussed. Representing the electrical
activity of the heart by an impressed current density ji, electrocardiography determines the spherical harmonic multipole expansion
of its divergence (flux source), while magnetocardiography determines the spherical harmonic multipole expansion of the radial component of its curl (vortex source).

INTRODUCTION
A S A CONSEQUENCE of the electrical activity of
the heart, an electrical potential field is set up
in and on the body; electrocardiography refers
to the measurement of these voltages at the torso surface. The electrical currents in the body, due to the
heart's activity, also give rise to a magnetic field within
and outside the body. This field was first detected by
Baule and McFee [1 ] by virtue of the induced voltage
in a pickup coil; the detected signal is called the mag-

Fig. 1. An electrocardiographic lead ab and current flow
lines (lead-vector field), shown dotted.

The electrical activity in the heart is a consequence
of the property of each individual cell to act as a source
of EMF when stimulated to produce an action potential. It is convenient to characterize these primary
sources as an impressed (space-time) current density
ji(x, y, z, t). During the activation of the ventricles,
ji takes the form of one or more relatively thin layers
propagating from endocardium to epicardium.
The electrocardiogram (EKG) is the time-varying
potential at the torso surface due to the heart sources
ii(X, y, z, t). The torso potential field is a consequence
of the electrical conductivity of the torso that supports
a current-density field in response to the heart's electrical activity. The condition is described by electromagnetic theory; it turns out that considering the timevarying nature of jt and with typical electrical conductivities, the problem is quasi-static.
The voltage recorded by a particular lead is related
to the sources through its lead-vector field. Specifically,
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
In this section we give a (necessarily) brief summary referring to Fig. 1,
of basic electrocardiographic theory. The reader unVab = v(t) = fV-iidV
(1)
familiar with the concepts should consult one of several
standard references [11]- [13]. As noted above, the
following is based on an assumed electrically homo- where 4) is the scalar (lead) field due to reciprocal energization of the leads a-b with a unit current. By vector
geneous torso.
manipulations, (1) can be recast into the following expression:
Manuscript received June 29, 1971; revised January 10, 1972. This

netocardiogram. Baule and McFee showed [2 ] that
magnetocardiography measures the integrated effects
of body currents in a different way from that accomplished by electrocardiography. Additional work
by these authors [3] and others [4]- [10] have provided
additional insights into the nature of magnetocardiography.
The goal of this paper is to elucidate, in an analytic
sense, the fundamental capabilities and limitations of
electrocardiography and magnetocardiography to determine the space-time distribution of cardiac sources
which produce them. To make the analysis reasonably
simple, the present work is confined to a consideration
of a uniform homogeneous torso, though the magnetocardiographic results apply also to a spherical heart in
a lung medium of high resistivity. The effect of inhomogenieties will be commented on.
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=

[V-ji]4dV.

(2)
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Vnme 41ro-(n + m)! anm
The quantity (V.ji)dV is a measure of the source
(8)
strength due to its divergence (net current outflow
Vnmo Em(n -n)! bnm
from the volume element dV), and is referred to as a
flux source. Any lead voltage is a measure of the where vnme is the lead voltage corresponding to ?nm6 as
instantaneous flux-source strength weighted by its a reciprocally energized lead field, etc. While knowledge
of the an.. and bnm permits the potential field due to the
(own) lead field 4,.
source V ji to be evaluated everywhere outside the
to
must
conform
not
arbitrary, but
Lead fields are
source region, as shown by (4), one cannot retrieve
Lamust
constraints.
satisfy
(They
certain physical
place's equations and appropriate boundary conditions.) Vjij itself since many source configurations contribute
no external potential field [14]. The fundamental capaAll lead fields are of the form
bilities, as well as the limitations of electrocardiography,
oo
n Anm
cos m4'
are
contained in the a.,m and bnm that can be measured,
E
7np m (Cos 0)
4, = E
which are all that can be measured. Clinical elecbut
sin
m4
nm
n=l m=OB
trocardiography is restricted to finding a1o(t), anl(t).
Conceptually, one could devise lead fields of the form and bii(t).
mnme

=

rnPnm (cos 0)

cos mq5
sin m4

(4)

MAGNETOCARDIOGRAPHY

We have already noted that the body tissues act as
passive conductors of electrical current arising from
each of which provides a different weighted measure of sources within the heart. The currents give rise to
the sources V*ji. In spite of the availability of this magnetic fields that can be detected outside the body.
infinite number of different "perspectives" on the flux Detection can be effected by introducing a solenoid and
source V.ji, it falls short of that needed to fully describe sensing the time-varying magnetic field by virtue of the
V-ij as a function of space (for each instant of time) [14]. induced voltage. In order to consider the nature of this
The potential field from the source (V*ii) in an infinite magnetic lead voltage, we shall first develop a reciprocity theorem suitable to the time-varying conditions
homogeneous medium is given by
under consideration.
n
In "case 1" we set up an electromagnetic field ei, hi
X E [anmYnme (0, 4) + bnmYnmo(0o, 0)]r-(n+1) (5) by a current source ji, while in "case 2" the field e2, h2
4
E
n=1 m=o
arises from j2. These field quantities are related by
where
Maxwell's equations, namely
4,nm0

00

Ynms

=

Pnm (cos 0) cos m4 and Ynmo = pnm (COS 0) sin mc

V X ei

= - u

V X e2

= -

and
anm

bnm

Em(fl-m))rf27r COS mOdq)
sin mq$
4iro(n + m) !J

f'sin 0Pnm (COS 0)d0

f

Vjirn+2dr (6)

oh,
Oh2

V X hi = oei + E

oe,
01
Oe2

+1i

+12.
(9)
I1
e00=2
for
and
a
is
the
m0
and
conductivity
(where
o= 1). The radius a is chosen to contain all source Note that ji and j2 are impressed currents (as defined
quantities and (5) is valid only for r>a. What is im- earlier) and are distinct from the conduction currents
portant is that the coefficients anm and bnzm, which de- (oe) and displacement currents (EOe/Ot). If we take the
pend on V.ji as seen from (6), can themselves be found Fourier transform of each expression in (9) and then
from potential mneasurements on the torso surface. dot multiply both sides of each by a suitable function,
That is

[is]

V X h2 = o-e2+

one can obtain

anmn =~0 1 Ir 4Vn vbn^8O}dS.
bnm

4ir J

tnm0

(7)

In fact, the a.,, and b.,. are proportional to the lead
voltage for the specialized lead fields given in (4); the
specific relationship may be found by substituting (4)
into (2) and then utilizing (6), with the result that [11 ]

H2.V X E1 = - jH2H,
E2IV X1
Hi= iEE2 + jWEEI.E2 +Ji.E2
H1-V X E2 = - ItjwH2.H,
E1.V X H2 = oE1-E2+
jco+eEi E2 + J2 E1
where El(x, y, z, co) =fJ,, ei(x, y, z, t)e-icotdt, etc.

(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)
Now
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Fig. 2. A magnetocardiographic lead AB and magnetic flux
lines (shown dotted). Solenoid terminals are a-b.

add (11) to (13) and subtract (10) plus (12) from the
sum. If this expression is integrated over a volume V
(containing all sources), the following vector operation,
as well as one with interchanged subscripts, can be performed as a simplification:

compound magnetic leads by connecting any number of
solenoids together, each pair of which has a specific
magnode location and a specified magnetic source
strength on reciprocal excitation. Because all of space is
permeable, the magnetic leads do not actually need to
contact any special surface, but can lie anywhere in the
volume surrounding the torso; if the solenoid is very
long and the distal pole is quite remote, the local
(reciprocal) field is that of a single pole alone [2 ].
If we consider J1-J, to be the transform of the impressed cardiac current density is and J2 to be the transform of a reciprocal current density that energizes the
solenoid (and lies between the terminals a-b in Fig. 2),
then (15) becomes
v

vm(O) =

- fv.(EI X H2)dV = fEi X H2-dS.

vmQt)

If we let S be the surface at infinity, the surface integral
in (14) can be shown to vanish, leaving
=

fJ2.E,dV

(15)

as the desired form of the reciprocity theorem.
In Fig. 2 we show an idealized magnetocardiographic
lead consisting of a solenoid with a highly permeable
core bent so that the poles contact a phantom surface
surrounding the torso at two desired locations. (The
phantom surface is arbitrary and not actually shown.)
If a current is passed through the solenoid, a magnetic
field is set up, which can be thought of as resulting from
a magnetic charge (equal and opposite) at each pole
face or "magnode" [2]. This field is dual to the currentdensity field arising from a reciprocally excited electric
lead for a body immersed in a conducting medium (with
the electrodes replacing the magnode in position). That
the conducting medium be of infinite extent is required
in order for the conductivity to be dual to the magnetic
permeability, which is fairly uniform in all (nonferrous)
space. just as in electrocardiography, we can create

IoE,.dl.

(16)

Eld1 = J JiE2dV

and taking the inverse transform gives

The final overall result is

f(E1XH2- E2X Hi)-dS== f (E2.J,- El J2)dV. (14)

c

In (16) the total reciprocal current is 10(w), while the
contour from a-b is denoted by c. If we let 10(w) be
unity (for all co), then the inverse transform of the
right-hand side of (16) is the measured voltage' as a
function of time vm(t). That is, we have

f[H2-V X E1 - E2-V X H,]dV

IrJi-E2dV

JE2dV=
=
Ji

=

[f
Jj( co )
Li

* E2(w)dVejit d.

(17)

E2Q(o) is the electric field due to unit reciprocal excita-

tion of the solenoid at the frequency W. Now if the
system response E2(W) is uniform over the band of
frequencies contained in Ji(w) (a fairly reasonable
assumption),2 then

E2(x, y, z, W) = e2(x, y, z)

(independent of co). (18)

We can, in this case, interchange the order of integration in (17) with the result that

vm(t)

=

fe2 [f Ji(x, y, z, c)eJwtdw] dV

(19)

fe2(x, y, z) 'ji(X, y, z, t)dV.

(20)

and

vm(t)

=

In (20) we see that e2(x, y, Z) is a magnetocardiographic
lead-vector field.
The primary sources of the magnetic field are Ji, but
secondary sources of current arise as a consequence of
1 Under the quasi-static conditions at hand, the line integral of
electric field from a to b along contour c is independent of the path
and is the measuired voltage in the conventional sense.
2 The SQUID detection system is flat down to dc [71.
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the conductivity of the medium. We are assumi
homogeneous torso, but the latter is bounded by
nonconducting air, and to this extent an inhomoge
is unavoidable. The system under study can be
ceptually simplified by introducing equivalent soi
into a uniform medium that is infinite in extent.
theoretical basis, developed by Geselowitz [8], s
that the vector potential due to an impressed cu
density is in an inhomogeneous conducting mediu
given by
I (ak/ - k)(1?k/r)dSk
j'--dV k
4ur r
Note that the effect of the conducting media is
accounted for by the surface current (current di
layer) (Uk' -ak") at each conductive discontinuity
dipole layer being directed normal to the surface
the primed to the double-primed region. Note also
no secondary sources arise in a uniform region of in
extent whether the conductivity is zero (free spac
finite, that is, in this case the magnetic field is
pendent of conductivity.
The assumed homogeneous torso of conductiv
and boundary S0 is magnetically equivalent to a r
of infinite extent with constant IAO, E0, zero conducti
but where in addition to the impressed Ji we ha'
induced surface source current K given by

A

K

=

o4s,,n.

In this equation, n is a unit vector in the direction
outward normal to SO, while 4.so is the potential o
torso surface SO. In the following we shall assumE
this equivalent system that sets up the magnetic
of the heart. We shall designate by jt the total s
current density, primary plus secondary. In
equivalent system, the reciprocally excited electri
magnetic fields are free-spaced fields.
We investigate the nature of the field e2 di
reciprocal energization of a compound system of
noids at an angular frequency w. Because the frequE
involved are low (under 500 Hz), the problem is c
static and the magnetic field sources can be consii
to arise from magnetic charge at each magnode, a
cussed earlier. Assuming these sources to lie o&
surface of a sphere, then a magnetic scalar pot
field can be established of the form
e = rnPnm(cos 0) cos m45
n

4tfmo = rnP,m(cos 0) sin mo

Wit]lill the splhere, and

*nin= r-(n+1)Pnm(cos 0) cos mqf
(n+ ) P..",(cos 0) sin mo
r-'
NP MV
(22b)
outside the sphere. For an arbitrary torso slh-ape a,
surface imiagnietic clharge density can be deternliiied,
which sets up any Tesseral harmonic defined b31 (21)

1972

within the surface, but, in this case, an infinite weighted
sum of all terms described in (22) is necessary in the
outer region. The electric field corresponding to each
magnetic potential of (21) has the form3
(23)
e2,.,,= V X rIfenm
or, in general,

(24)
where T is a linear superposition of terms in (21), i.e.,
"0 Cnm
Cos MO
(25)
t= E E
rP nM((cos 0)
e2 =V X r*

sin mnb

n=1 m=l Dnm

At any instant of time, the magnetocardiographic lead
voltage, from (20), is then
Vm

(V X r') .jtdV.

=

(26)

a

Since V Xri = 1VXr +±V Xr, and V Xr = 0, (26) can be
written as

r).jtdV

(27)

vm=f V*1!(rXjX)dV.

(28)

Vm

=

f( (Vi

X

If we explicitly separate the current source into the
primary and secondary currents, then we have

vnm = f v (r X jj)dV + f V' (r X no48)dS. (29)
In principle, the surface integral could be evaluated
from measured values of surface potential 4?8 and from
known geometry, enabling a "corrected" vi'' to be obtained where

Em =Vm f V4

(rXnonas)dS=

V* (rXji)dV. (30)

Thus we have

Emt = 2f V*MidV

(31)

where Mi= 1/2fv rXjidV is the impressed magneticdipole moment density [16]. By duality with the electric-dipole moment density ji [see (1)], the magnetic
potential field ' where
3 The magnetic field corresponds to Nmn of Morse anid Feshbach
[16], while the electric field corresponds to Mmn. Specifically:

N.'..

Nm= v

q
\wn+l)m

M.Im

Xinm
*

VXr
Ml
X'
=

for * in (21)

while
2

Nmn

=V(n-l)m

(n-l)m

-M22

MomF m

VXrn

for I in (22).
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'=

n

00

E

n-I

m-O

[cY,,,Y.me(O

) +

dnmYnmO(G, 4]r(n±+1)

is specified by the coefficients cn00 and dnm. The coefficient cnrm(dnm) is found from the corrected magnetic
lead voltage whose lead field is InmeQ(Inmo), as in the
electric case. All remarks covering the determination of
V.j, electrocardiographically apply to the determination of V- Mi magnetocardiographically. Note, however,
that in electrocardiography we can relate the sources to
the directly measured lead voltage, whereas the magnetocardiographic voltage that relates to the sources is
one that must be "corrected" for the boundary effects
in the sense of (30).
A direct comparison of the two systems is obtained by
substituting the vector identity V * (*r Xjl) ='I'V * (r Xji)
+V*a(rXII) into (30). Using the divergence theorem,
the result is

vm'

VJ3 (r X
-

ji)dV

f4t(r X .j) -dS-

(r.V X ji)dV. (32)

Since j =O over the bounding surface, the surface
integral in (32) drops out and

vm' = (r-VXji)'ItdV.

(33)

Thus the (corrected) magnetocardiographic signal is the
lead-field weighted average of the (radial component of
the) "vortex source" of the impressed current density.
This is in contrast to the electrocardiographic lead
voltage, which is the same lead-field weighted average
but of the "flux source" of ii. These distinctions will be
further considered in the following section.
HELMHOLTZ THEOREM

According to Helmholtz's theorem, a vector field is
completely specified by its divergence and curl. Specifically, if all of space is considered, the vector field
F(x, y, z) is given by [17]

F(x,y,z)

-V

LJ

'V'.F(x', y', z')dV'
V
I
4irr

34
V X [fJM VJ X F(x'XY'z)] dV
(34)
d
+v5;7

v

47rr

and the explicit dependence of F on its divergence and
curl is exhibited. In obtaining (34), it is tacitly assumed
that V'.F and V'XF vanish at infinity, a condition
always satisfied by physical fields. The quantity V-F
has been referred to as a flux source, while V XF is a

vortex

specified. Electrocardiography serves to determine
weighted averages of the flux source, while magnetocardiography nmeasures weighted averages of the (radial
component of the) vortex source. Since the flux and
vortex sources are independent, electrocardiography
and magnetocardiography are similarly independent.4
The fundamental limitation of both electrocardiography
and magnetocardiography is that the sources can be
determined only to the extent of providing their
spherical harmonic multipole expansions (i.e., finding
the coefficients a,nm bm and Cn.m dnm) wlhether one is
considering the flux source V]ji or the (radial component
of the) vortex source r.VXji=V.Mi. This represents
both the capability and the limitation of the ECG and
MCG systems.
INHOMOGENEITIES
The two major inhomogeneities are the high-conductivity intracavitory blood and the low-conductivity
lungs. The blood conductivity is roughly three times
that of heart muscle, while the lungs have only one
fourth the conductivity of heart muscle. One can account for these inhomogeneities by introducing secondary sources in a homogeneous medium with the
conductivity of the field point. The secondary (surface
current) sources are located at those surfaces where the
conductivity is discontinuous, and equals the product
of the magnitude of the discontinuity and the value of
the electrical potential, with an orientation normal to
the surface [8], [18]. From this standpoint, all that
has been discussed earlier continues to apply except
that ji includes both primary and secondary sources.
Extraction of the primary component presents additional difficulties (assuming one could determine ji) and
depends in part on the degree of knowledge of the
geometry and electrical conductivity of the heart, lungs,
and torso.
For primary-dipole sources, the electric fields set up
by the induced secondary currents can be estimated if
the interface is reasonably planar over a region that is
large compared to the distance from the primary dipole.
This can be done because the secondary currents produce electric fields that can be thought of as arising
from appropriate dipole images. The "Brody effect" of
enhanced radial dipoles and attenuated tangential
dipoles is a consequence of this sort of consideration of
the effect of the intraventricular blood. For the lowresistance lungs, the electric field (within the lung)
turns out to be enhanced (regardless of orientation of
the primary dipole) with a limiting factor of two. The
magnetic field arises from the secondary currents in a
different way from the electrical field so that this
image technique is not applicable. The secondary
surface currents are, of course, the same for electro-

source.

For the impressed current density ji, we now recognize that it requires knowledge of both its flux source
V jij and its vortex source VXXi for it to be completely

4 In magnetocardiography, one can also have a vector lead field
that is the gradient of the scalar potential, but this is identical to conditions in electrocardiography and provides no new information. We
have not bothered to consider it further in this discussion.
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cardiography or magnetocardiography, and the response
of these systems depends oI1 the source clharacter
[flux and/or (radial) vortex source]. A comprehensive
study of magnetocardiography from a direct point of
view, which includes detailed consideration of the effect
of idealized blood volume and lungs, has been done by
Grynszpan [19].
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Sort CommunicationsA Technique for Time-Ordered Display of Temporal
Patterns of Evoked Neuronal Unit Activity
GERALD OAKSON, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-A technique for photographing the ensemble effects
of a series of evoked neuronal unit responses is described. The use
of a counting register and a digital-to-analog converter to step the
sweep after each stimulus obviates the need for a moving-film type
of camera. Pattern height remains constant for any preselected
number of sweeps, and for changes in stimulus frequency as well.
Provision is also included for presentation of unit discharges in dot
form or unit slow-wave activity in analog form.
INTRODUCTION

When analyzing the temporal patterns of evoked neuronal unit
activity during different functional states (e.g., sleep and waking), it
is often necessary to group the data in time-ordered form to permit
observation of the ensemble effects of many stimulations. The dot
pattern technique (1) (2) (3) (4) has proven useful in this regard.
With this technique, the oscilloscope sweep is triggered by the
stimulus and each neuronal spike causes a momentary intensification
Manuscript received July 27, 1971; revised October 27, 1971. This work was
supported by the Medical Research Council of Canada through Grant MA-3689
The author is with the Laboratory of Neurophysiology, Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, Laval University, Quebec, P. Q., Canada.
to Prof. M. Steriade.

of the beam. Each sweep is displaced downward, resulting in a composite time-ordered pattern of evoked activity produced by a series
of stimuli. Previous methods for displacement of the sweeps have
used the integrative properties of slowly moving photographic film
or a ramp voltage applied to the oscilloscope vertical input. Using the
first method, no means are available for using a stationary-film type
of camera, nor is it possible to have the option of viewing the pattern
directly on a storage oscilloscope if and when available. Both of these
techniques render difficult the standardization of pattern height when
different stimulus frequencies and/or number of sweeps are to be
used. In addition, slow sweep speeds can cause a positive slope to
each trace, due to the fact that the film or oscilloscope beam is being
displaced continuously rather than incrementally.
The device to be described avoids the above difficulties by using
a sweep-counting register and a digital-to-analog converter to provide incremental vertical displacement of the sweep. It can be integrated into an existing recording system and provides switch selection of the various operating modes.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The system shown in Fig. lis designed around a Tektronix 565
dual-beam oscilloscope with beam A used for photographing the pattern and beam B used simply as a level discriminator (with beam intensity set at zero) for detection of unit activity. The technique can
be adapted to any oscilloscope that has a provision for beam intensification and is equipped with a sweep gate or ramp output for deriva-

